
Glue Buster: Debonder and dissolver
of super glue. Releases bonded skin and

removse super glue stains. Stays on site
for faster debonding action. Contents 25ml.

Glue ‘n’ Glaze:
For glazing and bonding
crystal clear windows and
canopies.

A liquid plastic -forming
polymer which bonds most
plastics and dries to crystal
clear . It is Ideal for
miniature windows 00 gauge
or up to 6mm across. It will
not fog plastics making it ideal
for the safe bonding of scale
aircraft plastic canopies and
glazing dollshouses. Bonds
wood, plastic, metal, painted
surfaces. Water clean up in
use 50ml.

Plastic Magic:
For assembly of ABS
plastic card construction
on scale and semi scale
models of all types; use
for polystyrene kits
where an invisible glue
line is needed. 50ml
bottle.

Roket cyano range: Highest quality cyanoacrylate adhesives.
Fluoro-carbon barrier coated bottle for long shelf life & anti-clog action.
Designed for use with precise Micro Tip anti-clog applicator system.

Roket Hot: Super-thin, fast, penetrating adhesive; sets 1-5 sec.

Roket Rapid: Medium viscosity, fast setting adhesive; sets 5-10 sec.

Roket Max: Thick, maximum lling adhesive; sets 10-20 sec.

Adhesives

Scatter-Grip: 
adhesive which dries tacky
allowing plenty of working
time for bonding scatter
materials. Ideal for railway
layouts, gardens, dolls
house scenery.

150ml bottle.

Microballoons:
Lightweight “free ng”
white powder which is mixed
with polyester or epoxy resin
to make an easy sanding
strong r. Use to create
snow ts with Scatter
Grip glue. 250ml bottle.

Roket Blaster:
Spray which permits Roket to
bond cult surfaces &
accelerate the cure. Pre-
condition surfaces and then
apply Roket for instant bond.
50ml and 250ml top up for the
50ml spray.

Fig 1. Apply Scenic Spray to the trees.
Apply Scenic Sno es using the shaker
pack from approx 30 cm height.
Fig 2. & 3. Apply Scenic Bond to other areas
where snow will collect. Mask any snow-free
areas. Apply snow to tilted diorama to give
driven snow ect.
Fig 4. Fix Icy Sparkles with Scenic Spray for a
frozen snow ect.
Fig 5. Repeat steps 1- 4 for ground cover.
Tips: Use a clean sheet of paper creased in the
middle to collect any loose s then return to
the container. Use hair lacquer to further protect
the scene.
Fig 6. Photograph your shed model against a
suitable background.
This scene, depicting a battle scarred German
Ausf. E Variant tank somewhere in Eastern
Europe, Winter 1944, shows the dramatic use of
Scenic Snow.
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Tiger Tank - 
military snow scene
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